
‘Walk like an Egyptian’ 

Project Homework- to be completed by Monday 26th March 2018 

Please choose a minimum of 3 tasks to complete over the course of our ‘Walk like an Egyptian’ project, although you are welcome 

to complete as many as you like.  

Enjoy being creative and we look forward to seeing what you produce.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visit  

 

Brighton Museum and Art 

Gallery which has two small 

but perfectly formed 

Ancient Egyptian galleries 

packed with treasures. 

Watch 

 

Watch ‘The Prince of Egypt’ 

which shows the difference 

between the lives of the 

rich and poor people in 

Ancient Egypt.  

Research  

 

Find out about how the 

Ancient Egyptians 

worshipped their gods.  

Design  

 

Design a poster written in 

hieroglyphics or create 

model pyramids/tombs. 

 

Create your own Canopic 

jars. 

Write  

 

Write a fact file based on 

different aspects of Ancient 

Egyptian life. You could 

write all the facts which you 

have researched about 

food, gods, homes, jobs 

and life as a slave or 

pharaoh. 

Learn 

 

Learn about famous 

pharaohs such as 

Cleopatra or Tutankhamen. 

Why were they so powerful 

in Ancient Egyptian times? 

What artefacts have been 

found to show how they 

lived? 

Explore 

 

Explore the landscape of 

Egypt on Google Earth. 

Look closely at the 

pyramids and the various 

sculptures of Ancient Egypt. 

 

 

 

Draw  

 

Draw detailed drawings of 

Ancient Egyptian Gods. 

 

Draw a range of 

hieroglyphics to tell a story. 

 



Helpful Websites: 

 

www.natgeokids.com  

www.historyforkids.net/ancient-egypt.html  

www.britishmuseum.org  

 

Books you may like to read: 

The Egyptian Cinderella – Shirley Climo 

The Time-Travelling Cat and the Egyptian Goddess - Julia Jarman 

The Red Pyramid - Rick Riordan 

Egyptology: Search for the Tomb of Osiris – Emily Sands 

Ancient Egypt: Tales of Gods and Pharaohs - Marcia Williams 

Egyptian Things to Make and Do – Emily Bone 

The Scarab's Secret - Nick Would 

 

Please feel free to write a book review of any that you do (or don’t ) enjoy! 
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